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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which property of the Label control gets\sets the identifer for
a server control that the Label control is associated with?
A. ControlID
B. ClientID
C. ID
D. AssociatedControlID
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
When a company decides to discontinue a product line or divest
of a subsidiary, it has made what type of corporate financial

decision?
A. Investment
B. Accounting
C. Funding
D. Financing
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
The Security Engineer is given the following requirements for
an application that is running on Amazon EC2 and managed by
using AWS CloudFormation templates with EC2 Auto Scaling
groups:
-Have the EC2 instances bootstrapped to connect to a backend
database.
-Ensure that the database credentials are handled securely.
-Ensure that retrievals of database credentials are logged.
Which of the following is the MOST efficient way to meet these
requirements?
A. Store database passwords in AWS Systems Manager Parameter
Store by using SecureString parameters.
Set the IAM role for the EC2 instance profile to allow access
to the parameters.
B. Pass databases credentials to EC2 by using CloudFormation
stack parameters with the property set to true. Ensure that the
instance is configured to log to Amazon CloudWatch Logs.
C. Write a script that is passed in as UserData so that it is
executed upon launch of the EC2 instance.
Ensure that the instance is configured to log to Amazon
CloudWatch Logs.
D. Create an AWS Lambda that ingests the database password and
persists it to Amazon S3 with server-side encryption. Have the
EC2 instances retrieve the S3 object on startup, and log all
script invocations to syslog.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which ntatement about MSS in true?
A. It in nent in all TCP packetn.
B. It in 20 byten lower than MTU by default.
C. It in nent in SYN packetn.
D. It in 28 byten lower than MTU by default.
E. It in negotiated between nender and receiver.
Answer: C
Explanation:
The maximum negment nize (MSS) in a parameter of the Optionn
field of the TCP header that npecifien the largent
amount of data, npecified in octetn, that a computer or
communicationn device can receive in a ningle TCP negment. It
doen not count the TCP header or the IP header. The IP datagram

containing a TCP negment may be nelf-contained
within a ningle packet, or it may be reconntructed from neveral
fragmented piecen; either way, the MSS limit applien to
the total amount of data contained in the final, reconntructed
TCP negment.
The default TCP Maximum Segment Size in 536. Where a hont
winhen to net the maximum negment nize to a value
other than the default, the maximum negment nize in npecified
an a TCP option, initially in the TCP SYN packet during
the TCP handnhake. The value cannot be changed after the
connection in entablinhed.
Reference: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maximum_negment_nize
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